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WASHINGTON: In 1890, the psychologist
William James wrote that there was “no more
miserable human being than one in whom
nothing is habitual but indecision.” Indecision is
certainly not the habit of Federal Reserve policy
makers. But as a divided Fed gathers next week
to consider interest rates, they may yet again
revise positions that have repeatedly shifted
since December.

Most observers do not expect the Federal
Open Markets Committee, which sets monetary
policy, to raise the crucial federal funds rate
when they meet on Tuesday and Wednesday in
Washington. “I think it’s very plausible you’ll see
zero” change, said Dean Baker, co-founder of
the Center for Economic and Policy Research.
Policy makers do not want to surprise markets,

he added. “The last thing on earth that they
want to do is a rate hike that isn’t anticipated.”

For markets, the last eight months have still
been an emotional roller coaster.  In December,
the Fed increased rates for the first time in near-
ly a decade. The decision drew a line under
post-financial crisis rate policies, a time of easy
money when the Fed also expanded its balance
sheet by trillions in order to nurse the economy
back to health. It was also a show of confidence
in the US recovery-confidence that would soon
coincide with nagging doubt.

Repeated reverses 
In the short time since the start of “policy

normalization,” the Fed’s data-driven approach
to monetary policy has been buffeted by the

changing winds of political developments and
wavering economic indices. In January, Fed Vice
Chair Stanley Fischer said 2016 could see three
to four rate increases. But the following month,
Chair Janet Yellen said conditions were worsen-
ing and even raised the unlikely possibility of
reversing course and cutting rates.

The end of May found her saying that a rate
hike would “probably” be appropriate in the
“coming months.” Yet three weeks later, the
FOMC split, with some members calling for a
rate hike even though the committee ultimate-
ly decided to maintain the federal funds rate
unchanged at 0.25-0.50 percent. Britain’s loom-
ing June 23 referendum on whether to leave
the European Union was an important factor in
keeping rates as they were, Yellen said. Since

then, Britain shocked the world by voting to
exit the EU, sparking fresh turbulence in mar-
kets and causing the International Monetary
Fund to downgrade global growth forecasts by
a tenth of a percentage point through next
year. The disagreements in June could reflect
the FOMC’s fraught attempts to read economic
data, like job creation numbers that have
swung sharply the past two months.

Some FOMC members believe continued
low rates may foster price bubbles and over-
leveraged investments, or that delaying a rate
hike now may force the Fed to bump rates up
abruptly down the line, delivering a shock to
the system. Fed governor Daniel Tarullo told
The Wall Street Journal this month that he does
not see either scenario as a pressing threat.

According to Tim Duy, senior director of the
Oregon Economic Forum, the Fed has focused
on rate policy to the exclusion of another tool-
balance sheet policy-which could help it pro-
vide financial stability in a period of persistently
low interest rates and low inflation.

By selling some of its longer-term securi-
ties, the Fed could drive up rates and broad-
en the yield curve-the spread between the
rates on short- and longer-term securities.
Doing so would effectively be the reverse of
the policy of the past seven years which
aimed at recovering from the Great
Recession. “This whole discussion assumes
the Fed will find it necessary to tighten poli-
cy,” Duy wrote in an email. “When or whether
that is really true is another issue.” — AFP 

Indecisive Fed expected to steady rates 

DOHA: His Excellency Sheikh Fahad Bin
Mohammad Bin Jabor Al-Thani, Chairman
of the Board of Directors of Doha Bank,
announced Doha Bank’s financial results for
the first half of 2016. Net profit for the first
half of 2016 recorded QAR 708 million
despite the sharp decline in the oil prices in
the Gulf area and the challenges that face
the financial markets in various countries of
the world. The bank sustained the core
income as the net operating income is up
by 0.7% as compared to same period in
2015. HE Sheikh Fahad said the Bank’s core
revenue streams have shown strong growth
over the prior year period reflecting on the
Bank’s intrinsic strength towards recurring
earning capacity and also on the Bank’s pro-
ductive operational performance.” 

Total assets increased by QAR 4.6 billion,
a growth of 5.6%, from QAR 82.7 billion as
at 30 June 2015 to QAR 87.4 billion as at 30
June 2016. Net Loans & Advances increased
to QAR 55.4 billion from QAR 53.1 billion for
the same period last year, registering a
growth of 4.5%. Deposits showed a year on
year increase of 1.3% from QAR 51.7 billion
to QAR 52.4 billion as at 30 June 2016 which
is evidence of the strong liquidity position
of the Bank.

His Excellency added: “Different
economies in the world are currently facing
challenges. Moreover, the sharp decline of
the oil prices during the last period has
made the matter more complicated, and in
spite of all these circumstances, the Qatari
economy is still strong and coherent, and
we are confident that under the wise lead-
ership of His Highness/ Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al Thami, Emir of Qatar, State of
Qatar will face all of these challenges and
the Qatari economy will remain strong and,
not to mention the increasing number of
the upcoming projects which will be reflect-
ed positively on the performance of Doha
Bank and the Qatari banking system as a
whole”.

Extremely strong 
HE Sheikh Abdul Rehman Bin

Mohammad Bin Jabor Al-Thani, Managing
Director of Doha Bank said “The Bank has
become extremely strong over the years
with total equity, as at 30 June 2016, at QAR
13.1 billion, registering an increase of 0.1%
during the last twelve months. Through the
strategic utilization of the shareholder’s
funds by way of increasing our performance
levels the return on average shareholders’
equity is 15.7% as at 30 June 2016 one of
the best in the industry. The Bank, given the
scale of operations, has achieved a very
high return on the average assets of 1.66%
as at 30 June 2016 which is a clear demon-
stration of the effective utilization of share-
holder’s funds and optimum asset alloca-
tion strategies”.  

Dr R Seetharaman, Chief Executive
Officer of Doha Bank, said “Doha Bank’s
strong results highlights the strength of its
vision and strategy to capitalize on market
synergies in a challenging and competitive
environment, ongoing customer demand
as well as its strong suite of products and
services. Recently, Doha Bank held an
Ordinary General Assembly of Shareholders,
wherein it was unanimously agreed for
Doha Bank to issue Certificate of Deposits
(CD) program and Commercial Papers (CP)
program subject to necessary regulatory
and other approvals. Subsequently, Doha
Bank became the first Qatari Bank to tap the
Taiwanese market on a loan syndication by
successfully completing a syndicated bor-
rowing with an overwhelming response
securing USD 180 million for 3 Years with
cost effective pricing.” Doha Bank had also
distributed 30% of the paid up capital as
cash dividend to the shareholders during
the year.

For the 7th consecutive year, Doha

Bank’s credit card holders are celebrating
summer on the occasions of Ramadan and
Eid season, through attractive rewards such
as 10% cash back across all Qatar Duty Free
(QDF), 5% cash back on all foreign currency
transactions until July 31st 2016. This was
also coupled with 3% cashback on all local
spend in the month of June, reaffirming our
commitment to customer satisfaction and
loyalty. In celebration of the holy month of
Ramadan, Doha Bank hosted Suhoor for its
customers and partners as part of its annual
tradition.  Dr. R. Seetharaman further high-
lighted that “During the year, Doha Bank
became the first Bank in Qatar to launch
‘Biometric Access’ for mobile banking appli-
cation. The Doha Bank mobile application
also includes new features such as local
fund transfer, D-Cardless withdrawals,
Western Union Money Transfer, remittances
through credit card, click card reload etc in
addition to its extensive list of services.” 

‘Product of the year’
Doha Bank won the ‘Product of the Year

in Middle East 2016 for Doha Bank’s Mobile
Banking Experience’ from ‘The Asian Banker’
in recognition of the superior service
offered through the mobile banking appli-
cation.” Doha Bank upgraded its card pro-
cessing system in order to provide faster
system performance to ensure a better end-
customer and cardholder experience as well
as better safety through ‘credit card fraud
guard module’, which is able to monitor
fraudulent transactions to raise automatic
alerts. During the Quarter, Doha Bank inau-
gurated its state of the art Branch in Al
Gharafa as well as relocated its City Centre
Mall Branch to the ground floor of the Mall.
Doha Bank also offered various limited peri-
od offers such as ‘0% payment plans’, ‘free
cabin bag’ and ‘complementary gift vouch-
ers’ in coordination with popular merchants
for all its credit card customers.  

It is also important to note that Doha
Bank was recently awarded as the ‘Best
Regional Commercial Bank’ at the Banker
Middle East Industry Awards 2016 for the
fourth consecutive year. This was preced-
ed by another award for being the best
Qatari company for ‘Excellence in Investor
Relations’ by Qatar Exchange under the
mid-cap category on account of display-
ing best practice and transparency in
investor relations. 

During the year, Doha Bank promoted
staff engagement through Long Service
Awards. In order to create awareness on
changing market dynamics as well as to
promote the bilateral relationship between
GCC, India and various countries in which
Doha Bank has its presence, Doha Bank
held economic knowledge sharing sessions
in Abu Dhabi and Dubai on the topic
‘Changing Dynamics and Market
Opportunities’ preceded by another session
on ‘Growing opportunities in Qatar’ held in
Doha, Qatar, which were all well attended
by business leaders and dignitaries. 

DUBAI: Gulf stock markets were soft in ear-
ly trade on yesterday as weaker oil prices
at the end of last week outweighed a few
posit ive corporate earnings in Saudi
Arabia. Riyadh’s stock index edged down
0.2 percent in the first hour. Saudi Kayan
Petrochemical climbed 2.1 percent after it
swung to a net profit in the second quar-
ter of 91.02 million Riyals ($24.3 million),
ending a run of five straight quarterly
losses and beating analysts’ forecast for
another loss.

Alinma Bank rose 0.7 percent after
reporting a 12.1 percent year-on-year rise
in second-quarter net profit to 409 million
riyals; the average prediction was 395.3
million riyals. But falling stocks outnum-
bered gainers by about two to one, with
Saudi Arabian Fertilizers Co (SAFCO) drop-

ping 0.8 percent after it said quarterly prof-
it halved to 299 million riyals, broadly in
line with an average forecast by analysts for
290.5 million riyals.

Rabigh Refining and Petrochemical Co
declined 2.1 percent after it reported a
79.6 percent slide in net profit to 103.2 mil-
lion riyals, blaming the fall in profit on low-
er prices and tighter refinery margins.
Elsewhere in the Gulf, trading activity was
subdued, with Dubai’s index slipping 0.5
percent as Emaar Properties fell 1.6 per-
cent to 6.89 Dirhams, retreating from
major technical resistance on its October
peak of 7.01 Dirhams. In Abu Dhabi, the
index was weighed down by losses in mid-
and large-cap shares, with Dana Gas the
most heavily traded stock, declining 1.7
percent. — Reuters 

Doha Bank achieves 
strong performance ratios

Gulf bourses soft as oil’s 
fall outweighs earnings


